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Rocks stand stock-still, unawed by time and change.
Waters lie rippling, grieved at ebb and flow.
lady thanh quan
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chapter 1

1930, Shantou, China
On a winter night shortly after the New Year festivities, Chen Kai sat on the
edge of the family kang, the brick bed. He settled the blanket around his son.
“Gwai jai,” he said. Well-behaved boy. “Close your eyes.”
“Sit with me?” said Chen Pie Sou with a yawn. “You promised . . .”
“I will.” He would stay until the boy slept. A little more delay. Muy Fa had
insisted that Chen Kai remain for the New Year celebration, never mind that the
coins from their poor autumn’s harvest were almost gone. What few coins there
were, after the landlord had taken his portion of the crop. Chen Kai had conceded that it would be bad luck to leave just before the holiday and agreed to stay
a little longer. Now, a few feet away in their one-room home, Muy Fa scraped the
tough skin of rice from the bottom of the pot for the next day’s porridge. Chen
Kai smoothed his son’s hair. “If you are to grow big and strong, you must sleep.”
Chen Pie Sou was as tall as his father’s waist. He was as big as any boy of his
age, for his parents often accepted the knot of hunger in order to feed him.
“Why . . .” A hesitation, the choosing of words. “Why must I grow big and
strong?” A fear in the tone, of his father’s absence.
“For your ma, and your ba.” Chen Kai tousled his son’s hair. “For China.”
Later that night, Chen Kai was to board a train. In the morning, he would
arrive at the coast, locate a particular boat. A village connection, a cheap passage without a berth. Then, a week on the water to reach Cholon. This place
in Indochina was just like China, he had heard, except with money to be made,
from both the Annamese and their French rulers.
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With his thick, tough fingers, Chen Kai fumbled to undo the charm that
hung from his neck. He reached around his son’s neck as if to embrace him, carefully knotted the strong braid of pig gut. Chen Pie Sou searched his chest, and
his hand recognized the family good luck charm, a small, rough lump of gold.
“Why does it have no design, ba?” said Chen Pie Sou. He was surprised to
be given this valuable item. He knew the charm. He also knew the answers to
his questions. “Why is it just a lump?”
“Your ancestor found it this way. He left it untouched rather than having
it struck or moulded, to remind his descendants that one never knows the form
wealth takes, or how luck arrives.”
“How did he find it?” Chen Pie Sou rubbed its blunted angles and soft contours
with the tips of his fingers. It was the size of a small lotus seed. He pressed it into
the soft place in his own throat. Nearby, his mother, Muy Fa, sighed with impatience. Chen Pie Sou liked to ask certain things, despite knowing the response.
“He pried it from the Gold Mountain in a faraway country. This was the
first nugget. Much more was unearthed, in a spot everyone had abandoned.
The luck of this wealth brought him home.”
It was cool against Chen Pie Sou’s skin. Now, his right hand gripped his
father’s. “Where you are going, are there mountains of gold?”
“That is why I’m going.”
“Ba,” said Chen Pie Sou intently. He pulled at the charm. “Take this with
you, so that its luck will keep you safe and bring you home.”
“I don’t need it. I’ve worn it for so long that the luck has worked its way into
my skin. Close your eyes.”
“I’m not sleepy.”
“But in your dreams, you will come with me. To the Gold Mountain.”
Chen Kai added a heaping shovel of coal to the embers beneath the kang.
Muy Fa, who always complained that her husband indulged their son, made a
soft noise with her tongue.
“Don’t worry, dear wife. I will find so much money in Indochina that we
will pile coal into the kang all night long,” boasted Chen Kai. “And we will
throw out the burned rice in the bottom of that pot.”
“You will come back soon?” asked Chen Pie Sou, his eyes closed now.
Chen Kai squeezed his son’s shoulder. “Sometimes, you may think I am far
away. Not so. Whenever you sleep, I am with you in your dreams.”
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“But when will you return?”
“As soon as I have collected enough gold.”
“How much?”
“Enough . . . at the first moment I have enough to provide for you, and your
mother, I will be on my way home.”
The boy seized his father’s hand in both of his. “Ba, I’m scared.”
“Of what?”
“That you won’t come back.”
“Shh . . . there is nothing to worry about. Your ancestor went to the Gold
Mountain, and this lump around your neck proves that he came back. As soon
as I have enough to provide for you, I will be back.”
As if startled, the boy opened his eyes wide and struggled with the nugget,
anxious to get it off. “Father, take this with you. If you already have this gold,
it will not take you as long to collect what you need.”
“Gwai jai,” said Chen Kai, and he calmed the boy’s hands with his own. “I
will find so much that such a little bit would not delay me.”
“You will sit with me?”
“Until you are asleep. As I promised.” Chen Kai stroked his son’s head.
“Then you will see me in your dreams.”
Chen Pie Sou tried to keep his eyelids from falling shut. They became heavy,
and the kang was especially warm that night. When he woke into the cold,
bright morning, his breath was like the clouds of a speeding train, wispy
white—vanishing. His mother was making the breakfast porridge, her face
tear-stained. His father was gone.
The boy yelled, “Ma! It’s my fault!”
She jumped. “What is it?”
“I’m sorry,” sobbed Chen Pie Sou. “I meant to stay awake. If I had, ba would
still be here.”
1966, cholon, vietnam
It was a new morning towards the end of the dry season, early
enough that the fleeting shade still graced the third-floor balcony of
the Percival Chen English Academy. Chen Pie Sou, who was known
to most as Headmaster Percival Chen, and his son, Dai Jai, sat at the
small wicker breakfast table, looking out at La Place de la Libération.
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The market girls’ bright silk ao dais glistened. First light had begun to
sweep across their bundles of cut vegetables for sale, the noodle sellers’ carts, the flame trees that shaded the sidewalks, and the flower
sellers’ arrangements of blooms. Percival had just told Dai Jai that
he wished to discuss a concerning matter, and now, as the morning
drew itself out a little further, was allowing his son some time to
anticipate what this might be.
Looking at his son was like examining himself at that age. At
sixteen, Dai Jai had a man’s height, and, Percival assumed, certain
desires. A boy’s impatience for their satisfaction was to be expected.
Like Percival, Dai Jai had probing eyes, and full lips. Percival often
thought it might be his lips which gave him such strong appetites,
and wondered if it was the same for his son. Between Dai Jai’s eyebrows, and traced from his nose around the corners of his mouth,
the beginnings of creases sometimes appeared. These so faint that
no one but his father might notice, or recognize as the earliest outline
of what would one day become a useful mask. Controlled, these lines
would be a mask to show other men, hinting at insight regarding
a delicate situation, implying an unspoken decision, or signifying
nothing except to leave them guessing. Such creases were long since
worn into the fabric of Percival’s face, but on Dai Jai they could still
vanish—to show the smooth skin of a boy’s surprise. Now, they
were slightly inflected, revealed Dai Jai’s worry over what his father
might want to discuss, and concealed nothing from Percival. That
was as it should be. Already, Percival regretted that he needed
to reprimand his son, but in such a situation, it was the duty of a
good father.
Chen Pie Sou addressed his son in their native Teochow dialect,
“Son, you must not forget that you are Chinese,” and stared at him.
“Ba?”
He saw Dai Jai’s hands twitch, then settle. “You have been seen with
a girl. Here. In my school.”
“There are . . . many girls here at your school, Father.” Dai Jai’s
right hand went to his neck, fiddled with the gold chain, on which
hung the family good luck charm.
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“Annam nuy jai, hai um hai? ” An Annamese girl, isn’t it? It was not
entirely the boy’s fault. The local beauties were so easy with their
smiles and favours. “At your age, emotions can be reckless.”
The balcony door swung open and Foong Jie, the head servant,
appeared with her silver serving tray. She set one bowl of thin rice
noodles before Percival. She placed another in front of Dai Jai. Percival
nodded at the servant.
Each bowl of noodles was crowned by a rose of raw flesh, the thin
petals of beef pink and ruffled. Foong Jie put down dishes of bean
sprouts, of mint, purple basil leaves on the stem, hot peppers, and
halved limes with which to dress the bowls. She arranged an urn of
fragrant broth, chilled glasses, the coffee pot that rattled with ice
cubes, and a dish of cut papayas and mangos. Percival did not move to
touch the food, and so neither did his son, whose eyes were now cast
down. The master looked to Foong Jie, tilted his head towards the
door, and she slipped away.
Percival addressed his son in a concerned low voice. “Is this true?
That you have become . . . fond of an Annamese?”
Dai Jai said, “You have always told me to tutor weaker students.” In
that, thought Percival, was a hint of evasion, a boy deciding whether
to lie.
Percival waved off a fly, poured broth from the urn onto his noodles, added tender basil leaves, bright red peppers, and squeezed a
lime into his bowl. With the tips of his chopsticks, he drowned the
meat beneath the surface of the steaming liquid, and loosened it with
a small motion of his wrist. Already the flesh was cooked, the stain of
blood a haze, which vanished into the fragrant broth. Dai Jai prepared
his bowl in the same way. He peered deep into the soup and gathered
noodles onto his spoon, lifted it to his mouth, swallowed mechanically. On the boy’s face, anguish. So it was a real first love, the boy
afraid to lose her. But this could not go on. Less painful to cut it early.
Percival told himself to be firm for the boy’s own good.
From the square below came the shouts of a customer’s complaint,
and a breakfast porridge seller’s indignant reply. Percival waited for
the argument outside to finish, then said, “What subject did Teacher
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Mak see you tutoring, yesterday after classes?” Mak, Percival’s most
trusted employee and closest friend, told him that Dai Jai and a student had been holding hands in an empty classroom. When Percival
had asked, Mak had said that she was not Chinese. “Mak indicated
that it was not a school subject being taught.” Percival saw perspiration bead on Dai Jai’s temples. The sun was climbing quickly, promising a hot day, but Percival knew that this heat came from within
the boy.
The sweat on Dai Jai’s face ran a jagged path down his cheeks. He
looked as if he was about to speak, but then he took another mouthful
of food, stuffed himself to prevent words.
“Yes, let’s eat,” said Percival. Though in the past few years, Dai
Jai had sprung up to slightly surpass his father’s height, he was still
gangly, his frame waiting for his body to catch up. Though everyone
complimented Dai Jai on his resemblance to his father, Percival recognized in his silence his mother’s stubbornness. The father’s duty
was to correct the son, Percival assured himself. When the boy was
older, he would see that his father was right.
They ate. Their chopsticks and spoons clicked on the bowls. Each
regarded the square as if they had never before seen it, as if just noticing the handsome post office that the French had built, which now
was also an army office. Three Buddhist monks with iron begging
bowls stood in the shadow of St. Francis Xavier, the Catholic church
that was famous for providing sanctuary to Ngo Dinh Diem, the
former president of Vietnam, and his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu, during
the 1963 coup. After finishing his noodles, Percival sipped his coffee,
and selected a piece of cut papaya using his chopsticks. He aimed
for an understanding tone, saying, “Teacher Mak tells me she is very
pretty.” He lifted the fruit with great care, for too much pressure
with the chopsticks would slice it in half. “But your love is improper.”
He should have called it something smaller, rather than love, but the
word had already escaped.
Percival slipped the papaya into his mouth and turned his eyes to
the monks, waiting for his son’s reply. There was the one-eyed monk
who begged at the school almost every day. The kitchen staff knew
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that he and his brothers were to be fed, even if they had to go out
and buy more food. It was the headmaster’s standing order. On those
steps, Percival remembered, he had seen the Ngo brothers surrender themselves to the custody of army officers. They had agreed to
safe passage, an exile in America. They had set off for Tan Son Nhut
Airport within the protection of a green armoured troop carrier.
On the way there, the newspapers reported, the soldiers stopped the
vehicle at a railroad crossing and shot them both in the head.
“Teacher Mak has nothing better to do than to be your spy?” said
Dai Jai, his voice starting bold but tapering off.
“That is a double disrespect—to your teacher and to your father.”
“Forgive me, ba,” said Dai Jai, his eyes down again.
“Also, you know my rule, that school staff must not have affairs with
students.” Percival himself kept to the rule despite occasional temptation. As Mak often reminded him, there was no need to give anyone in
Saigon even a flimsy pretext to shut them down.
“But I am not—”
“You are the headmaster’s son. And you are Chinese. Don’t you
know the shame of my father’s second marriage? Let me tell you of
Chen Kai’s humiliation—”
“I know about Ba Hai, and yes, her cruelty. You have told—”
“And I will tell you again, until you learn its lesson!”
“Ba Hai was very beautiful. Did that save my father? An Annamese
woman will offer you her sweetness, and then turn to sell it to someone else.”
Percival knew the pull that Dai Jai must feel. The girls of this
country had a supple, easy sensuality. It would be a different thing,
anyways, if Dai Jai had been visiting an Annamese prostitute. Even
a lovestruck boy would one day realize that she had other customers. But this was dangerous, an infatuation with a student. A boy
could confuse his body’s desires for love. Percival saw that Dai Jai had
stopped eating, his spoon clenched in his fist, his anger bundled in his
shoulders. “You can’t trust the pleasure of an Annamese.”
“You know that pleasure well,” mumbled Dai Jai. “At least I don’t
pay for it.”
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Percival slammed his coffee into the table. The glass shattered.
Brown liquid sprayed across the white linen tablecloth, the fruit, the
porcelain, and his own bare arm. He stood, and turned his back on
his son to face the square, as if it would provide a solution to this conflict. Peasants pushed carts with fish and produce to market. Sinewy
cyclo men were perched high like three-wheeled grasshoppers, either
waiting for fares or pedalling along, their thin shirts transparent with
sweat. Coffee trickled down Percival’s arm, over his wrist, and down
his fingers, which he pressed flat on the hot marble of the balustrade.
When the coffee reached the smooth stone, it dried immediately, a
stain already old.
Percival said, “You are my son.” The pads of his fingers stung with
the heat of the stone, his mouth with its words. In the sandbagged
observation post between the church and post office, the Republic of
Vietnam soldiers rolled up their sleeves and opened their shirts. They
lit the day’s first cigarettes. “You must show respect.” Percival turned
halfway back towards Dai Jai, and squinted against the shard of light
that had just sliced across the balcony. Soon, the balcony’s tiles would
scorch bare feet.
Percival noticed a black Ford Galaxie pull off Chong Heng Boulevard,
from the direction of Saigon. He considered it. Who was visiting so
early? And who was being visited? Dark-coloured cars were something the Americans had brought to Vietnam, thinking them inconspicuous. They had not noticed that almost all of the Citroëns and
Peugeots that the French had left behind were white. Now, many
Saigon officials had dark cars, tokens of American friendship. Dai Jai
stood to see what had caught his father’s attention.
“Where are they going, ba?”
“That is no concern of yours.” It was prudent to take note. But he
must not let the boy divert the conversation. The Galaxie turned the
corner at the post office, floated past the church, and then pulled up at
the door of the school. Two slim Vietnamese in shirtsleeves emerged,
wearing identical dark sunglasses. Percival felt his own sweat trickle
inside his shirt. That was just the heat, for why should he worry?
Everyone who needed to be paid was well taken care of. Mak was
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fastidious about that. Percival watched them check the address on a
manila envelope. Then, one man knocked on the door. They looked
around. Before he could step back, they looked up, saw Percival,
and gestured, blank-faced. The best thing was to wave in a benignly
friendly way. This was exactly what Percival did, and then he sat
down, gestured to Dai Jai to do the same.
“Who is it, ba?”
“Unexpected visitors.” Had his friend, police chief Mei, once mentioned the CIA’s preference for Galaxies? Perhaps it had been some
other car.
“Are you going down, Father?” asked Dai Jai.
“No.” He would wait for Foong Jie to fetch him. He preferred to
take his time with such people. “I am drinking my coffee.”
Percival reached towards the tray and saw the broken pieces of
glass. Dai Jai hurried to pour coffee into his own glass, and gave it to
his father. A few sips later, feet ascended the stairs, louder than Foong
Jie’s soft slippers. Why were the men from Saigon coming up to the
family quarters? Why hadn’t Foong Jie directed them to wait? When
she appeared, she gave the headmaster a look of apology even as she
bowed nervously to the two men who followed her onto the balcony.
They shielded their eyes despite their sunglasses. The balcony now
glowed with full, searing morning light.
The younger one said, “Percival? Percival Chen?”
“Da.” Yes. Dai Jai stood up quickly, but Percival did not. The two
men in sunglasses glanced at the single vacant chair, and remained
standing. Now that they were here on his balcony, Percival would do
what was needed, but he would not stand while they sat.
“This is the Percival Chen English Academy?” said the older man.
“My school.” Percival waved at Dai Jai to sit.
“We were confused at first—your sign is in Chinese.”
The carved wooden sign above the front door was painted in lucky
red, “Chen Hap Sing,” the Chen Trade Company. Chen Kai had made
his fortune in the Cholon rice trade and had built this house. He could
not have imagined that the high-ceilinged warehouse spaces would
one day be well suited for the classrooms of his son’s English school.
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“It was my father’s sign. I keep it for luck.”
“Your signature here, Headmaster Chen,” said the younger man
from Saigon, offering a receipt for signature and the envelope.
“I will read it later,” said Percival, ignoring the receipt as he took the
manila envelope. “Thank you, brothers. I will send it back by courier.”
He put it down on the table. They did not budge. “Why should you
wait for this? You are important, busy men. Police officers, of course.”
They did not say otherwise. The older man said, “Sign now.” Of
course, they were the quiet police. Below the balcony, Percival glimpsed
some of the school’s students having their breakfast in the square. Some
squatted next to the noodle sellers. Others ate baguette sandwiches as
they walked. Percival was relieved to see Teacher Mak coming towards
the school. Foong Jie would send Mak up as soon as he arrived.
Percival tore open the envelope, slipped out a document from the
Ministry of Education in Saigon, and struggled through the text. He
was less fluent in this language than in English, but he could work
out the meaning. The special memorandum was addressed to all
headmasters, and outlined a new regulation. Vietnamese language
instruction must be included in the curriculum of all schools, effective immediately.
“You rich Chinese always have a nice view,” said the older man,
looking out over the square. He helped himself to a piece of papaya.
Dai Jai offered a napkin, but the officer ignored him and wiped his
fingers on the tablecloth.
The younger one thrust the receipt at Percival again. “Sign here.
Isn’t that church the one . . .”
“It is.” Percival peered at the paper and selected an expression of
slight confusion, as if he were a little slow. “Thank you, brothers,
thank you.” He did not say big brothers, in the manner that one usually spoke to officials and police, or little brothers, as age and position
might allow a headmaster. He made a show of re-reading the paper.
“But I wonder if there is a mistake in this document coming to me.
This is not a school. This is an English academy, and it falls under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Language Institutes.”
The older one bristled. “There is no mistake. You are on the list.”
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“Ah, perhaps the Department of Language Institutes did not review
this directive. I would be surprised if Director Phuong has approved
this.” Mak must be downstairs by now. Percival could easily delay
until he made his way up.
“Director Phuong?” laughed the younger officer.
“My good friend Director Phuong,” smiled Percival. He was
Hakka, his name was Fung, though he had come to Vietnam as a child
and used the name Phuong. Each New Year, Percival was mindful to
provide him with a sufficient gift.
The older one said, “You mean the former director. He recently
had an unfortunate accident.”
“He is on sick leave, then? Well, I will take up this matter when he—”
“He will not return.” The older man from Saigon grinned. “Between
you and me, some say he gave too many favours to his Chinese friends
here in Cholon, but we didn’t come to gossip. We just need your
signature.”
Percival stared at the memorandum. He was not reading. Just
a little longer, he thought. Now he heard sure steps on the stairs,
familiar feet in no hurry. Mak appeared on the balcony, nodded to
Percival, who handed the papers to him. Mak glanced at the visitors
and began to read the document. The teacher was thin, but compact
rather than reedy, a little shorter than Percival. While some small
men were twitchy and nervous, Mak moved with the calm of one
who had folded all his emotions neatly within himself, his impulses
contained and hidden. For years he had worn the same round, wirerimmed glasses. The metal of the left arm was dull where he now
gripped it to adjust the glasses precisely on his nose.
“Brothers,” said Percival, “this is my friend who advises me on all
school business.” He continued to face the officers as he said, “Teacher
Mak, I suspect this came to me in error, as it applies to schools, but
we are a language institute.”
Mak quickly finished reading the papers.
“Headmaster,” said Mak in Vietnamese, “why not let these brothers
be on their way?” He looked at Percival. He murmured in Teochow,
“Sign. It is the only thing to do.”
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Surprised, Percival took the receipt and the pen. Did Mak have
nothing else to say? Mak nodded. Percival did as his friend advised,
then put the paper on the table and flourished a smug grin at the quiet
police, as if he had won. The younger one grabbed the receipt, the
older one took a handful of fruit, and they left.
Percival was quiet for a few moments, and then snapped, “Dai Jai,
where are your manners?” He tipped his head towards Mak.
“Good morning, honourable Teacher Mak,” Dai Jai said. He did
not have his father’s natural way of hiding his displeasure.
Mak nodded in reply.
Dai Jai stood. “Please, teacher, sit.”
Mak took the seat, giving no indication he had noticed Dai Jai’s
truculence.
“I had to take Vietnamese citizenship a few years ago, for the sake of
my school licence. Now, I am told to teach Vietnamese,” said Percival.
“What will these Annamese want next? Will they force me to eat
nuoc nam?”
“Hou jeung, things are touchy in Saigon,” said Mak. “There have
been more arrests and assassinations than usual. Prime Minister Ky
and the American one, Johnson, have announced that they want
South Vietnam to be pacified.” He snorted, “They went on a holiday
together in Hawaii, like sweethearts, and issued a memo in Honolulu.”
“So everyone is clamping down.”
“On whatever they can find. Showing patriotism, vigour.”
“Hoping to avoid being squeezed themselves.”
“Don’t worry. We will hire a Vietnamese teacher, and satisfy the
authorities,” said Mak. “I can teach a few classes.” Though he was
of Teochow Chinese descent, Mak was born in central Vietnam and
spoke the language fluently. Percival only spoke well enough to direct
household servants and restaurant waiters, to dissemble with Saigon
officials, and to bed local prostitutes.
“Vietnamese is easy,” said Dai Jai.
“Did anyone ask you?” Percival turned to his son. “You are Chinese,
remember? For fifteen hundred years, this was a Chinese province.
The Imperial Palace in Hue is a shoddy imitation of the Summer Palace
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in Beijing. Until the French came, they wrote in Chinese characters.”
“I know, ba, I know.” Dai Jai recited, “Before being conquered by
the Han, this was a land of illiterates in mud huts. Without the culture of China, the Vietnamese are nothing but barbarians.”
“That is very old history,” said Mak, glancing around at the other
buildings within earshot. “Anyhow, let’s talk about this inside, where
it’s cooler.” The sun was already high, and the balcony radiated
white heat.
“I will say what I want in my own home. Look, this school is called
the Percival Chen English Academy. Students expect to learn English.
Why teach Vietnamese here? Why should we Chinese be forced to
learn that language?”
From below came the clang of the school bell.
“What are you waiting for?” Percival said. “Don’t you have class?
Or are you too busy chasing Annamese skirts?” Dai Jai hurried away,
and it was hard for Percival to tell whether the boy’s anger or his relief
at being excused caused him to rush down the stairs so quickly.
Mak sighed, “I have to go down to teach.”
“Thank you for telling me about the girl. He must marry a Chinese.”
“I was mostly concerned about the school; your son with a student,
the issue of appearances.”
“That too. Get someone else to take your second-period class
this morning. We will go to Saigon to address this problem, this new
directive.”
“Leave it.”
“No.”
“Why don’t you think about it first, Headmaster?”
“I have decided.” Mak was right, of course. It was easy to hire a
Vietnamese teacher—but now Percival felt the imperative of his
stubbornness, and the elation of exercising his position.
“I’ll call Mr. Tu. He is discreet. But Chen Pie Sou, remember it
is our friends in Saigon who allow us to exist.” Mak used Percival’s
Chinese name when he was being most serious.
“And we make it possible for them to drink their cognac, and take
foreign holidays. Come on, our gwan hai is worth something, isn’t it?”
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If the connections were worth their considerable expense, why not
use them? Mak shrugged, and slipped out.
Had Percival been too harsh on Dai Jai? Boys had their adventures.
But a boy could not understand the heart’s dangers, and Dai Jai was
at the age when he might lose himself in love. A good Chinese father
must protect his son, spare him the pain of a bad marriage to some
Annamese. The same had destroyed Chen Kai, even though she was
a second wife. Now, the Vietnamese language threatened to creep
into Chen Hap Sing. Looking out over the square, watching the soldiers clean their rifles with slow boredom, he saw it. The events had
come together like a pair of omens, this new language directive and
Mak’s mention of Dai Jai’s infatuation. Under no circumstance could
he allow Vietnamese to be taught in his school. He must be a good
example to his son, of being Chinese. Percival went downstairs and
found Han Bai, his driver, eating in the kitchen. He told him to buy
the usual gifts needed for a visit to Saigon, and to prepare the Peugeot
to go to a meeting.
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